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There are three basic steps for wall layout:
1. Chalking: Mark wall locations on
subfloor by snapping chalk lines.
2. Plating: Cut plates to fit and arrange on
subfloor.
3. Layout: Mark stud and component
locations on plates.

Once everything is laid out, then you
can start framing (building) the walls.

Chalking Exterior Walls
1. Check that the subfloor platform is square by
pulling diagonal measurements. If they are the
same, the floor is square.
2. If square: Measure in from subfloor edges 5 ⅜” for
2x6 exterior walls and 3 ⅜” for any 2x4 firewalls.
3. If not square: Adjust measurements as necessary
until square (see next slide).
4. Snap red chalk lines to connect all corners.

Best Practice:
If there is any chance of getting moisture
on the deck before you build and stand
these walls, coat each chalk line with clear
spray paint so they don’t wash away.

Why red chalk?
Chalk is colored to indicate its
level of water-resistance. Red is
the most water-resistant type;
blue is more likely to wash off.

What does that mean, “Adjust as necessary until square”?
Let’s say this is your (tiny) subfloor.

Subfloor is ¼”
out of square.

1) Measure from corner to
corner, and compare
measurements.
2) If they are the same, your
floor is already square!
3) If they are not, you need to
adjust your chalk lines so
that your walls will be.

How do we adjust the chalk lines?

1) Measure in the standard 5 ⅜” at
each corner for plates.
2) Then cheat those lines out on the
shorter diagonal.
(You can’t really cheat exterior walls
in; the sheathing gets in the way.)

3) Always re-measure and compare
to be sure your lines are square!

Chalk lines
are square.

Chalking Exterior Walls
After all exterior lines are chalked on floor,
check that subfloor edges are trimmed straight.
If subfloor edge is more than 5 ½” from chalk
line at any point, snap a line corner-to-corner
and trim with a circular saw.

If subfloor is too long in even one spot, it will
push out the exterior wall that sits on top.

Plating Exterior Walls
1. Determine which walls will run long
and which will run short at each corner.

This wall “runs long.”
It extends all the way
to the corner.

This wall “runs short.”
It butts into the adjacent wall,
stopping short of the corner.

• This is usually a question of which ones you want to stand
first or the most material-efficient way to cut the plates.
–

If you want to build and stand a wall first, run it long.

• It is generally easier to run long walls long and build/stand
them before the shorter walls.
• Sometimes it can depend on framing specifications like
foundation strapping.

Plating Exterior Walls
2. Tack top and bottom plates together before cutting
to increase accuracy of cuts and layout.
Remember: The purpose is to increase accuracy,
so make sure they’re tacked together carefully:
a) Square up one end of the boards (making sure all
edges are flush) and nail it first.
b) Work from that end to the other, making sure that
all edges are flush everywhere you drive a nail.
c) Mark the board so that it’s obvious
where you started (where edges are
perfect) and where you finished
(where edges are likely not perfect).
Tacking = Temporary
“Tacking” plates together
means temporarily nailing
them together (with 8d nails
about every 6’) so that they
can easily be separated later.
(Do not use ringshanks!)

d) Always measure from the perfect edge
and cut off the imperfect one.

Plating Exterior Walls
3. Measure and cut plates to fit.
Trust the red layout lines – not the subfloor!
For plates running short:
Measure starting from the
red chalk line.

For plates running long:
Start your tape with the 5 ⅜”
mark on the red chalk line.

4. For walls longer than 16’:
Always join two plates on a stud. To avoid
adding an extra stud at a joint, account
for 2’ stud layout when cutting plates.

These plates “run short,” but our 2’ stud
layout starts at the corner of the house, not
the end of these plates. Cut to 15’ 6 ½” to
account for the 5 ½” plate at the corner.

These plates “run long,” so to end them
on 2’ stud layout, cut to exactly 16’.

4. For walls longer than 16’:
Avoid short plates and plan where they join.
Okay

Avoid plates shorter than 4’.
• For example: An 18’ wall could
start with a 16’ plate, but that
would leave a 2’ plate at the end.
• Instead, cut the first plate back to
14’ to finish with a 4’ plate.

Better

Okay

When possible, avoid having a
sheathing joint and a plate joint on the
same stud. Instead, join plates so that
exterior sheathing spans the break.

Better

Laying out Exterior Walls
1.

Lay cut plates on chalked lines exactly where they will be installed.

Remember to trust the layout
lines, not the edges of subfloor.
Mark 5 ⅜” on long plates and
hold this mark to chalk line.

2.

Start by marking exterior corners.

Laying out Exterior Walls
3.

Mark 2’ stud layout, remembering to always start at the
corner of the house (not necessarily the edge of a board).
Think like a sheet of OSB:
4’-wide sheathing runs from
corner of house to center of stud.
Also known as
burning 5 ½”

Remember: layout is 2’ on center:
So measure from the corner
of the house and mark ¾” to
the left and right of 2’.
• Otherwise sheathing (4’ wide)
won’t land in center of studs.

After marking the
first stud on
layout, it’s often
easier to set a nail
in the plate to
hold the tape
measure and then
pull remaining
layout from there.

Laying out Exterior Walls
Marking 2’ stud layout on multi-family buildings:
To minimize waste and simplify the installation
of exterior sheathing, match the layout of any
units that will share continuous sheathing.

Note: Check truss layout first! Studs matching trusses is
more important than sheathing matching between units.

Laying out Exterior Walls
Marking 2’ stud layout on fire walls:
Studs in fire walls need to be placed a little
differently. Each stud gets a clip attached to it, and
that clip holds the track that holds the 2’ wide
pieces of drywall. If these studs are off this special
layout, the clips won’t be centered on the tracks
and life is miserable for everyone involved.

This layout was slightly off – another
¼” to the right and we’d need to
install blocking to support the clips
between every stud in the wall.

We’ll cover demising (fire) walls
later, but for now just make sure
the studs are in the right spot.

22 ¼”

Always pull layout from the back corner,
and center the first stud on 22 ¼”.
Measure from that first stud to continue 2’ o.c. layout.

Remember this different
layout when cutting fire
wall plates; they won’t
be the standard 16’.

Laying out Exterior Walls
4. Mark windows and doors using plan measurements.
– Adjust where possible to match 2’ layout.
– Clearly label the size of the window/door that belongs there.

When do you trust the plans?
Windows
Are called out with accurate rough
openings (for the brands we use).

Exterior Doors
Are not called out with actual rough
openings.

• A 3°5° (“three-oh-five-oh”) window
is actually a little smaller than 3
feet (and zero inches) wide and 5
feet (and zero inches) tall.

• A door called out on the plans as a 3°
(“three-oh”) door means the actual door
slab is exactly 3 feet wide. That doesn’t take
into account the jamb and room to shim it.

So lay out window openings just as
they’re called out in the plans.

So always add 2 inches to an exterior door
size for its rough opening.

How do I know the size of the window?

Each window will
have a number
(in a diamond).
This corresponds to a size in the window schedule.

Remember: the Window Size is the actual Rough Opening.

The same goes for Doors:

Each door will
have a number
(in an oval).

This corresponds to a size in the door schedule.

Note: Door schedule
includes interior and
exterior doors.
Remember: For all hinged doors, add 2” to the Door Size for the actual Rough Opening.

So what should a
window look like?
In 3D

On the plans

On your plates
1) Measure and mark the center of
the window, per plan measurements.

2) Measure from there half of the
window’s width (a 3° window is
36” wide, so 18” to each side).
This is the rough opening.

4) Any studs from your 2’ layout that land
within the window become Cripples.

3) Measure from the rough opening
1 ½” each for the Trimmer and King
studs that frame the opening.

Laying out Exterior Walls
Where and why do we move windows and doors?
Window location, per plans:

Window shifted left 4 inches:

If a window is placed off layout we
waste studs and complicate insulation.

If we shift the window a few inches so
that the king stud lands on 2’ layout, we
save a stud and make room for insulation.

When shifting windows/doors to layout
Watch out for:
• Windows that line up between two stories. Make sure to shift both windows
the same distance, to the same stacked stud, so that they still line up between
the floors.
• Windows in kitchens. Don’t move these; they need to line up pretty specifically
with the interior cabinets.

• Windows in bathrooms. Be careful moving these; make sure they don’t end up
over a vanity, off-center over a toilet, or within 6” of a tub. When in doubt,
don’t move these.
• Exterior doors that should be centered on a porch or stairs. Don’t move these.
We don’t want to compromise functionality or accessibility to save a stud.
• Intersecting interior walls. You won’t need to move a window or door more
than a foot to line it up with the closest stud on layout. There are rarely
windows that close to an interior wall, but sometimes interior walls can be
pretty close to exterior doors. So don’t move the door if there’s a chance it
could land too close (within 3 ½”) to an intersecting interior wall.
• Foundation strapping that needs to be nailed into window/door jacks/kings.
These will be called out on plans if necessary and should already be sticking out
of concrete foundation.

Before you move any plates:
Double. Check. Everything.

Check window/door openings.
Make sure you added 2” to doors. Make sure window widths match plans.

Check your math.
If you added measurements from the plan to determine wall
length or window placement, re-do that math to be sure.

Check stud layout across all plates and floors.
Especially at corners and the joints between units.
Make sure stud layout matches between first and second floors.

Before you move any plates:
Clearly label everything. This includes:
Name the wall. It can be “back exterior” or “Charlie,”
as long as it’s obvious what it says and where it goes.
Write that name on the floor where it will sit.

Also write or draw on
the floor which plates
run long and short.

Label the orientation of the plates. This is
commonly a cardinal direction with an arrow,
but can be “Bobby” on one end and “Donny” on
the other to show which walls it will intersect.
Use your own system of labelling, as long it’s
obvious what everything means and where it goes.

Transfer all layout lines and labels to all four sides of the paired plates.

Introduction to Advanced Framing
If you’re familiar with framing, you may notice we do some things differently.
Usually this is because we use as many Advanced Framing techniques as we can.
Advanced Framing, at its simplest, means minimizing lumber in
walls in order to maximize insulation and so energy efficiency
without compromising the structural integrity of the system.
Energy moves easily through solid materials like framing.
• So any time solid materials line up between
the inside and outside of a home, energy
can travel freely through them.
• This is called Thermal Bridging, and we
want to minimize it.
One way we stop thermal bridging is with insulation.
• Energy doesn’t travel as easily through the
trapped pockets of air in batt insulation.
• So the more insulation in a wall, the more
energy efficient it is.

We install three-stud corners
(or “California corners”) in exterior walls.

We do not install
solid corners.

California Corners:
• Create a solid
connection between
the two exterior walls,
• Create a surface to
attach drywall to, and
• Allow insulation to pass
behind the corner.

This creates an
insulation void
and opportunity
for thermal
bridging.

We do not install partitions
(or “channels”) in exterior walls
at interior wall connections.

Instead, we install:

Ladder blocking to
create solid a connection
between the two walls.

Drywall clips to support
drywall installation.
This creates an insulation void and
opportunity for thermal bridging.

Additions and Exceptions
Double studs at foundation strapping:
Hold-down straps imbedded in the foundation
must be securely attached to two studs.
These straps should be installed to fall on
layout at windows and doors (where
there are already two studs to nail into).
If not, add studs as necessary
to provide adequate nailing.

This is easier before
standing walls, but
can be done after.

Additions and Exceptions
Double studs under girders:

Remember: Girders support other trusses.

Girders are doubled (or tripled) trusses,
and must bear directly on vertical
framing as wide as they are.
• So a doubled truss needs two studs directly
underneath it, and a triple needs three.

In two-story buildings with girders,
these doubled studs must transfer the
load through the first floor, as well.

